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Abstract
An adversary can use SSH communication as a route for information leakage or hacking. Many studies have focused on
TCP header analysis to detect encrypted communication. However, SSH detection using TCP header analysis is limited when
changing TCP port information or modifying components of the SSH protocol. Various machine-learning (ML) techniques
have been introduced to enhance network traffic classification by analyzing TCP headers. MostML-based traffic classification
research has analyzed network packet flows. However, because of the complex structures and the various implementations of
the TCP protocol, a lot of time and resources are required for the recombination of network packet flows. This paper presents
a novel contribution to overcome the problems of network packet analysis that employs web proxy session logs, which do
not require the recombination of packets to prepare a dataset for analysis. Moreover, we propose a hybrid predictive model
that is useful for web proxy session log analysis. In the modeling process, we collected the web proxy logs from an actual
network of ICT companies (more than 10,000 employees, Seoul, South Korea) and used the random forest and decision tree
algorithms for the supervised learning. The detection rate (DR) for the training dataset was 99.9%, which is similar to or
higher than that of other studies using ML and deep learning. Using the dataset of DARPA99, we proved that the DR and FPR
for our proposed model were better than those achieved by Alshammari et al.’s model. We expect that the proposed predictive
model can be used to block illegal attempts at SSH communication over HTTP CONNECT by changing the destination port
and to detect novel illegal communication protocols.
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1 Introduction

Web proxies have been widely adopted in enterprise net-
work environments to block hacking or otherwise harmful
sites and prevent unauthorized file transfers to the exter-
nal internet. Web proxy logs also provide useful information
for analyzing anomalous traffic based on application session
information contrary to the firewall [16]. Most web proxies
can provide the functionality of a relay server and analyze
and control HTTPmethods (GET, PUT, POST, and PATCH).
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When a user connects to an HTTPS server that uses an SSL
certificate, theweb proxy can participate in the cryptographic
communication process by delivering its SSL certificate to
the user instead of the public certificate of the site.

The web proxy can prevent information leakage via
HTTPS communication by analyzing the encrypted HTTP
header. HTTP headers contain various features (e.g., method,
URI, referrer) required to communicate with the server and
be used to improve the detection performance of prediction
models created by the network administrator for detect-
ing C&C access and information leakage [9]. Furthermore,
because web proxy logs can be quickly collected without
requiring recombination in the actual network environment,
abnormal actions can be incorporated into the detection
model. However, some abnormal communications in the traf-
fic through the web proxy do not use the general HTTP
method. Generally, if a web proxy encounters a communi-
cation that it cannot analyze, it will send the traffic to the
internet without further protocol analysis to ensure the avail-
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ability of internet services.Using this functional vulnerability
ofweb proxy systems, internal adversaries or hackers attempt
to communicate with the outside using non-HTTP methods.
To establish a TCP tunnel between the server and client via
a web proxy, the client utilizes an HTTP CONNECT com-
munication with the web proxy, because the web proxy does
not control communications over HTTP CONNECT such
as SSH and SSL VPN. Therefore, it is common to develop
blacklists andwhitelists based on themanufacturer’s categor-
ical information and to allow other forms of communication
that are not found on either list. However, if a connection to a
zero-day site not registered on the blacklist of the web proxy
is attempted, the connection will not be blocked.

Attackers can use this vulnerability to exploit targets
within networks that employ web proxies. In the worst-case
scenario, attackers can use this route to successfully commu-
nicate from a malware-infected PC to a C&C server. Of the
atypical communications over HTTP CONNECT, there are
often a large number of SSHcommunications. SSH is a useful
communication protocol used to transfer files or for remote
access. Even though the firewall blocks SSH communica-
tions from the outside, tunnel communications established
internally are not blocked, and a reverse remote connection
is possible through the same tunnel. This type of tunnel is
also a source of security threats from hackers. In addition, a
malicious user inside the network can use the communication
route to transmit information to an external server. The fire-
wall can forward the session to TCP port 22 (widely used as
an SSH service port) via theweb proxy to block SSH sites not
registered on the blacklist. Even though the destination TCP
port 22 is blocked, adversaries can spoof the server’s TCP
port. Therefore, controlling SSH communication by block-
ing known TCP ports is not sufficient, and network traffic
classification that does not consider TCP port information is
required.

For known cryptographic protocols, web proxies can
exchange certificates as the middle network, and data loss
prevention (DLP) using deep packet inspection (DPI) can
analyze atypical traffic and monitor the content sent to the
outside. Because the DLP system closely inspects network
flows, it has risks such as the excessive collection of sen-
sitive information, such as personal data and related privacy
breaches. Privacy policies such asGDPR [1] are thus a limita-
tion when monitoring encrypted content. Article 5 of GDPR
states that personal data should only be collected for specific
purposes [19], whileArticle 25 dictates that the only personal
data necessary for each specific purpose can be processed
[12]. Data collection for network traffic analysis must thus
be minimized to comply with these strict privacy policies.

Rather than collecting all data, including private content, it
can be more effective to analyze the network flow character-
istics. It is impossible to classifyTCP tunnel communications
such as SSH using the intuitive analysis of TCP headers and

the payload of packets. In recent years, machine learning
(ML) has emerged as an effective solution to traffic classi-
fication. However, ML classification using network packet
flows has some problems, such as packet dropping, out-of-
order delivery, and packet corruption in data transmission
[22]. In addition, the computational resources required to
collect packets, reassemble them, and take only the TCP/IP
header in order to minimize the volume of collected data are
high [24]. Because significant time and resources are needed
to prepare a training dataset, it is difficult to quickly incor-
porate a dataset generated from the existing network into the
predictive model for that network.

This paper thus introduces an ML-based SSH predictive
model that detects SSH traffic used for information leakage
and hackingwithout additional content analysis.We describe
a novel approach that differs from previous research using
network packet flows in the following ways:

• We utilize web proxy session logs to overcome diffi-
culties in packet flow analysis and use a traffic dataset
generated from the existing network.

• To compensate for insufficient features, we add new fea-
tures that reflect the network environment and consider
the association between these features.

• To increase the detection rate (DR) and lower the false-
positive rate (FPR), we construct a hybrid predictive
model that combines a random forest model with a deci-
sion tree model.

Even though the proposed predictive model uses web
proxy logs, which are significantly smaller than network
packet flows, the detection accuracy is higher than reported
by previous studies. The proposed model analyzed 12.4 MB
of web proxy logs as a substitute for 3.4 GB of network
packet flows. When using the web proxy session logs, our
model had a detection accuracy for the test dataset not used
for training of 70.5% for the DR and 5.2% for the FPR. In
the evaluation using DARPA 99 test dataset, the accuracy
of 100% for the DR and 1.1% for the FPR, which was bet-
ter than achieved in the Alshammari et al.’s study (98.3%
DR and 1.7% FPR), respectively [4]. We collected the web
proxy logs and preprocessed the text data to create a dataset of
numerical values. We then developed a predictive model that
detects SSH communications by analyzing the browse time,
traffic transaction ratio, transmission speed, andaverage ses-
sion counts. The random forest and decision tree prediction
modelwere applied as theMLalgorithm for the classification
process.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the difficulties of preparing a network packet flow dataset
and the limitations in analyzing tunnel communications over
HTTP CONNECT in a web proxy. Section 3 introduces the
analytical techniques used to classify network traffic. Section
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Fig. 1 SSH using TCP tunneling over HTTP CONNECT

4 proposes how to preprocess web proxy logs to develop an
effective ML algorithm, and the ML-based SSH predictive
model is introduced. Section 5 evaluates the DR and FPR
using datasets not employed in the training process. Lastly,
we conclude this paper with a discussion.

2 Problem analysis

2.1 Network packet flow datasets

Recent research on network analysis has been conducted
based on network packet flow datasets. However, raw packet
data processing is computationally intensive, and it takes too
long to process large pcap files [24]. Therefore, the handling
of large traffic volumes is a major challenge in the detection
of malicious traffic [17]. In the present paper, the seven-day
dataset collected to construct a detection model was 16 TB in
size. Even if the Hadoop system was employed with the lat-
est algorithm, it would take 195 h to reassemble the collected
packets [27]. We also used the DARPA99 dataset of 4.87 GB
to compare the network packet flows with other studies. In
converting the network packet flows to a web proxy log for-
mat, it takes about 210 h to extract only the TCP/IP header
information and convert it to the session dataset without
recombining packets (Pentium 3.5 GHz; CPU: avg 40–50%;
MEM: avg 9.76 GB). If the process of assembling pack-
ets is minimized, we can design an improved ML detection
model. The present paper thus employs web proxy session
logs, which are similar to TCP/IP headers but provide more
information.

2.2 Encrypted SSH communication

As shown in Fig. 1, a web proxy analyzes and controls the
HTTP methods. In general, web proxies can enhance the
security of an internal network by providing HTTP header
information for security threat analysis (Table 1).

However, the information inTable 1 has a null value shown
in the communication over HTTP CONNECT. Encrypted
tunnel communications over HTTP CONNECT between a
server and a client cannot be analyzedwith a web proxy, even

Table 1 Web proxy log fields for HTTP/HTTPS

Log column Description

cs-bodylength Number of bytes in the body(exclude header)
sent from client to appliance

c-uri-pathquery Path and query of the original URL request

x-cs(Referer)-uri The URL from the Referer head

x-cs(Referer)
-uri-query

Query from the ’Referer’ URL

HTTP header analysis information is useful for the detection of security
threats. However, if the HTTP method is not general, the information
is not provided

thoughweb proxies support SSL/TLS decryption. Therefore,
tunnel communications over HTTP CONNECT need to be
inferred and classified by analyzing the characteristics of the
web proxy logs. However, in encrypted communications, the
range of log features provided by a web proxy is relatively
low compared to the features provided by network packet
flows. Table 2 presents the features provided by a web proxy
for HTTP CONNECT.

3 Related work

Network traffic classification has been used to ensure the
stability of stable network services and to prevent secu-
rity threats. Recently, various techniques such as payload
inspection andML have been developed for this task as com-
putational power increases.

3.1 Traffic classification using the port number

Because IP-Port is dedicated to one application, network
traffic can be classified by recognizing a packet’s header
attributes [28]. In the TCP/UDP header, port numbers are
provided based on the service to connect to the application. In
general, applications usewell-known ports defined by IANA,
so it is possible to classify traffic by monitoring the destina-
tion port of a packet. Classification based on the port number
analyzes the TCP header of packets and quickly classifies
the services. Therefore, it is used to apply rules for access
control and security policy in the switch or firewall. How-
ever, the server administrator can change the TCP/UDP port
number, so an application can be disguised as another service
by changing the port number for malicious purposes. There
have been cases where TCP 80 and 443 ports were disguised
as web services and used for RDP, SSH, TELNET, and FTP
connections to bypass security control. Moreover, advanced
evasion techniques (AETs) can disguise malicious payloads
by sending frames across rarely used protocols [18] or violate
common protocol forms to hide the actions of the attacker
from firewall [10].
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Table 2 Log fields from a web
proxy for HTTP CONNECT

Log column Description

date_time GMT Date and time

browse_time Calculated at run time from user session and stored as database field

c_ip Client IP address

sc_bytes Number of bytes sent from server to client

cs_bytes Number of bytes sent from client to appliance

cs_host Host name from the client’s request URL

cs_uri_port Port from the ’log’ URL

cs_user_agent Request header: User-Agent

sc_category Category to which the site belongs

r_ip IP address from the outbound server URL

Web proxy logs are similar to firewall logs. Because HTTP header analysis is possible, URL, user-agent, and
site category information are available

3.2 Deep packet inspection

Because it is easy to change the TCP port number, payload
analysis is required for accurate traffic classification. DPI
analyzes plain text or encoded strings in the payload and
applies various matching techniques for hash tables and reg-
ular expressions. In encrypted traffic, DPI can be conducted
by identifying plain text in the upper header of the payload
or analyzing the hash values. Lin et al. [14] present string
matching as a very useful technique in DPI that can be used
for intrusion detection, malware scanning, and content filter-
ing. Automaton-based, heuristic-based, and filtering-based
methods have been used for string matching. Automaton-
based algorithms find partiallymatched patterns in the text by
changing its position, while heuristic-based algorithms skip
certain characters to speed up the string search; they deter-
mine whether a suspicious match has occurred and move
onto the next window position if has not. Filtering-based
algorithms search the text for necessary pattern features and
quickly exclude content that does not contain these fea-
tures [14]. However, DPI analysis is not ideal for network
security applications because of its vulnerability to algorith-
mic attacks. Moreover, because string-matching algorithms
require significant computational power, high-performance
hardware systems are required [11]. Another issue is that
because the network administrator cannot control encrypted
communications such as SSH and SSL/TLS, DPI is not use-
ful for encrypted communications. For AET obfuscated with
abnormal encryption, string-matching detection can be frus-
trated by concealing the payload [18].

3.3 Machine-learning-based analysis

DPI is useful for analyzing known network protocols, but it
has limitations in analyzing encrypted traffic. When using
ML, it is common to classify network communication
based on supervised learning. Representative classification

algorithms used for this purpose are theNaïve Bayesian, sup-
port vector machine (SVM), convolutional neural network
(CNN), and decision tree algorithms.

The Naïve Bayesian algorithm is based on the probabil-
ity for each feature and assumes independence between the
features by default. It is widely used in a supervised learning
environment and offers good performance even with little
training data.

The SVM classification algorithm is commonly used for
medium-sized datasets and conducts classification based on
the decision hyperplane that provides the largest margin.

In addition, the CNN algorithm is a deep-learning algo-
rithm that is often used to find characteristic patterns in
images. This approach repeats the convolution layer and the
pooling layer to extract and learn the characteristics of a given
dataset. When repeating convolution and pooling, the num-
ber of hidden layers increases, and the process of analysis is
not interpretable.

The decision tree algorithm is based on classification and
regression trees. It produces a linearized tree, and the out-
come of the leaf nodes depends on the decision rules [17].
The decision tree algorithms offer simplicity when interpret-
ing models. It also considers the most important factors in a
dataset first by placing them at the top of the tree [25]. The
decision tree algorithm can effectively map nonlinear rela-
tionships. Tree-based algorithms lead to predictive models
with high accuracy, stability, and ease of interpretation [7].

InAlshammari andZincir-Heywood’swork, decision tree,
Naïve Bayesian, and SVM algorithms were used to classify
SSH and non-SSH communications and their DR and FPR
assessed. The highest DR and lowest FPR were produced in
the predictive model using C4.5, a decision tree algorithm
[3]. We thus employed a combination of the decision tree
algorithm, which is widely used to classify network applica-
tions [3,4,6,8], and the Random Forest algorithm [5,20,26],
which is employed to construct Decision Trees.
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Fig. 2 SSH predictive model design process

4 Methodology

4.1 Overview

In this section, we summarize the SSH predictive model used
in the present study (Fig. 2). It consists of the following steps:

1. Log Collection HTTP CONNECT logs including SSH
communications are collected from the web proxy.

2. Preprocessing Labels are added to the initial data sets
used for supervised learning, such as decision tree and
random forest. Besides, the data of features are converted
into normalized numeric values.

3. Initail Model Design Major Features and PC1 (optimal
principal component) are used for supervised learning
using decision tree and random forest. In the PCA, fea-
tures except formajor features are simplifiedwith keeping
characteristics of the dataset to reduce the dimension of
the dataset.

4. Model Validation and Enhanced Model Design The opti-
mized predictive model is designed by analyzing the
prediction result of the collected new dataset, unlike the
training dataset. The DR and FPR of the last predictive
model are evaluated using another dataset collected over
different periods.

4.2 Web proxy log collection

We collected a dataset from the web proxy (Symantec Prox-
ySG) installed on the Internet access barrier. The web proxy
logs were extracted from the actual network environment
of a company in Seoul, Korea (10,000+ employees), and
the collection period was 1 week (October 18–24, 2019). A
total of 13,187,275 HTTP CONNECT logs were collected.
Communications without a server response and internal
enterprise communications were excluded. The total num-
ber of rows of the logs were reduced to 25,914 except for
TCP_ACCELERATED communications, which occur after

Table 3 cs_uri_port and cs_user_agent based LABEL: Some appli-
cation can be accurately classified by referring to the application
information provided by the cs_user_agent

cs_uri_port cs_user_ agent (Regular Exp.) LABEL

22, 2022 – SSH

– ˆMozilla/5.0* Web

– ˆApache-HttpClient/4* Web

– ˆDalvik/2.* Mobile APP

– ˆaws-sdk-dotnet-45/.* Dev APP

– ˆZeplin/2.* Dev APP

the successful handoff of TCP_TUNNELED. For heuristic
analysis, logs can be used without additional conversion.
However, to apply the raw logs to the ML model, the infor-
mation should be converted to numerical values. PCA can be
applied to reduce log features during preprocessing, though
it must be normalized in order to analyze the correlations.

We set the labels for supervised learning by identifying
the service attributes of web proxy logs. First, we classified
SSHcommunications based on the destination port. TCPport
22, commonly used for SSH communications, and TCP port
2022, used for SSH communications within the environment
from which the logs were collected, were labeled as SSH.
Next, Web, Mobile APP, and Dev APP communications,
which account for a high proportion of all communications,
were classified based on their cs_user_agent information
shown in Table 3.When considering that the detection model
predicts unknown SSH traffic on the actual network, we
selected logs that did not provide the web proxy’s site cate-
gory.

Table 4 summarizes the features of the dataset. Original
Dataset represents the log content obtained directly from the
web proxy, while Preprocessed Dataset is a feature used for
the training of the prediction model. Part of the Preprocessed
Dataset was not provided directly by the web proxy ses-
sion logs but was derived from the analysis of cross-features
and cross-rows. Features such as log_count_connect_IP,
log_count_total_connect, and log_avg_count_connect were
associated with the counted number of source IPs to the same
destination server. The feature log_transmit_speed_BPS was
obtained by dividing cs_byte by browse_time. date_time,
cs_host, and r_ip, which are not numerical values, were
transformed into binary numbers. The other features were
provided as numerical values, but their variance was large.
Therefore, we used log transform and normalization (0–100)
on these features.

We analyzed and visualized the main attributes of SSH
communications before constructing the model to detect
SSH communications usingML algorithms. In particular, we
determined whether SSH communications exhibited distinct
patterns in terms of browse_time and ratio_trans_receive.
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Table 4 Preprocessed dataset: The data converted from the DARPA99 dataset into the preprocessed dataset can be downloaded from “https://
github.com/junimirang/SSH-Predictive-Model”

Original dataset Preprocessed dataset Value description

date_time Business.time (1or0) 07:00–19:00 (1)

20:00–06:00 (0)

browse_time log_time_taken

c_ip –

sc_byte log_ratio_trans_receive Value of cs_byte/sc_byte

cs_byte log_cs_byte

cs_host, r_ip no_url (1 or 0) if (cs_host=r_ip)

Then no_url←1

*If the communication has no url address, the value of no_url is ’1’

cs_uri_port, cs_user_agent LABEL Web, SSH, Mobile_APP, Dev_APP

sc_category – Unknown destination ip has no category

cs_method – No info. appeared in the HTTP CONNECT

– log_count_connect_IP Number of c_ip connected to the same cs_host

– log_count_total_connect Number of connections to the same cs_host

– log_avg_count_connect Average number of connections per IP to the same cs_host

– log_transmit_speed_BPS Average transfer speed

Browse time(normalized) >= 0.39
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Fig. 3 Major feature analysis

We also produced scatter plots using the preprocessed log
values to identify features that could be used to distinguish
between application types. We expected that browse_time
and ratio_trans_receive, which are similar to the flow-based
features used in Alshammari and Zincir-Heywood’s work
[4], would have a high correlation with the communication
protocol. For the analysis of the web proxy logs, we used the
R program.

Figure 3a, b shows that browse time and trans/receive
ratio, respectively, provide a threshold for separating SSH
from non-SSH traffic. In particular, as shown in these scatter-
plots, only SSHcommunications have a browse time over 618
s (normalized value: 0.39) and a trans/receive ratio (Transfer
Byte/Receive Byte) over 22.78 (normalized value: 31.61).
The y-axis represents the total number of source IPs con-

nected to the same destination site with the same network
protocol. This information can be used to predict whether
the destination system is a public or private (or anomalous)
site. If the number of source IPs is relatively small, we can
predict that the destination system is not public.

4.3 Feature dimension compression using principal
component analysis

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a widespread mul-
tivariate statistical technique, which is designed to extract
meaningful information by simplifying a dataset while main-
taining its characteristics and analyzing its structure. The
primary goal of PCA is to find an axis that preserves the vari-
ance of the original dataset as much as possible and reduces
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the dimensions by projecting the data onto that axis. In other
words, when projecting the original dataset, we find the axis
with the maximum variance. PCA has the eigenvector −→e ,
which is the unit vector of n axes. We use PCA to visual-
ize which features have the greatest impact, to improve the
decision tree’s performance from the collinearity between
features, and to update of predictive modeling rapidly.

Var [X−→e ] = 1

m

m∑

i=1

[X−→e − E(X−→e )]2 (1)

= −→e T
(
XT X

m

)
−→e , (C = XT X

m
) (2)

= −→e TC−→e (3)

PCAseeks tofind the eigenvector thatmaximizesVar [X−→e ],
a process that consists of the following steps:

1. Find the axis with the largest variance in the training
dataset.

2. Find the second axis that is orthogonal to the first axis and
has the largest variance.

3. Find the third axis orthogonal to the first and second axes
and preserve the variance as much as possible.

4. Continue until the nth (the number of features) axis is
found .

The unit vector defining the nth axis is the nth principal
component (PC).

The eigenvalue associated with a component is equal to
the sum of the squared factor scores for this component. The
ratio of the squared factor score to the components is called
ctr (contribution of the observation to the component) [23].
If ctr close to 1, the simplified dataset can maintain its char-
acteristics as much as possible.

ctr = nth eigenvalue∑
eigenvalue

(4)

In the preprocessed dataset, the dimensions of all log
features except for browse_time, ratio_trans_receive, and
no_url, were reduced by projecting six dimensions onto
a single dimension using PCA. The eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors were obtained using the “numpy” library from
Python.When processing a total of 25,914 rows, 87.15% (ctr
= 0.8715) of the data was maintained, and the dimensional-
ity was reduced. Figure 4 presents the results of the PCA
analysis, including the relationship between browse_time
and ratio_trans_receive. SSH communicationswere concen-
trated from0.026 to1.30 forPC1,whilewebcommunications
had a wider distribution (0.0–43.0). The PCA confirmed that

Fig. 4 Scatter plot for the major and principal components: The first
PC with the highest ctr is also related to SSH classification

the SSH characteristics show the relation of the other features
except for browse_time and ratio_trans_receive.

4.4 SSH detectionmodel design

4.4.1 Decision tree and random forest algorithms

In this paper, we used the decision tree and random forest
algorithms for the ML detection model. The decision tree
algorithm generates a set of predictable rules by repeating the
classification based on data features. Classification proceeds
in the direction of increasing homogeneity and decreasing
impurity or uncertainty as much as possible in each domain.
Decision trees provide high prediction performance com-
pared to their computational complexity. In Eqs. 5 and 6,
Ri is the proportion of records belonging to area i. As the
classification method, entropy and the Gini index are most
commonly employed. In the proposedmodel, we use theGini
index for the decision tree.

Entropy(A) =
D∑

i=1

Ri

(
−

m∑

k=1

Pk log2 Pk

)
(5)

Gini_I ndex =
D∑

i=1

Ri

(
1 −

m∑

k=1

P2
ik

)
(6)

The random forest algorithm solves the problem of the
overfitting of the decision tree. The random forest algorithm
creates multiple decision trees and passes new data through
each tree at the same time. The final result is selected using
the average of the results. A sample dataset is obtained from
the original dataset through bootstrap aggregating (bagging).
When selecting the sample dataset from the original dataset,
bagging allows the duplicate selection of data. In our study,
the random forest algorithm consisted of 100 decision trees,
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Table 5 Comparison of the test results with the training datasets: All detection algorithms using web proxy session log or network packet flow
show similar detection rates in the training dataset

Model Detection rate (Recall) Detection algorithm Dataset type

0.99 Random forest Web Proxy Session Log (employee 10,000 + company)

Proposed Model 0.99 Decision tree

0.97 Random forest Network Packet Flow to Session Log Form (DARPA99)

0.96 Decision tree

Alshammari et al. [4] 0.99 ∗SBB-GP Network Packet Flow (Dalhousie Univ.)

Vinayakumar et al. [21] 0.98–0.99 RNN Network Packet Flow (MAWI/AMP/NIMS)

Lotfollahi et al. [15] 0.98 CNN Network Packet Flow (ISCXVPN2016)

∗SBB-GP, Symbiotic Bid-based Genetic Programming

Fig. 5 Diagram of the decision tree predictive model (depth = 4)

and the depth was not limited until all leaves became pure or
fell to less than 2.

4.4.2 SSH traffic prediction using machine learning

A predictive model using labeled sample data is required
to confirm the communication properties of newly gen-
erated unclassified traffic. First, we predicted unknown
communication properties using the random forest algo-
rithm, which is an ensemble learning method. Features such
as browse_time, ratio_trans_receive, no_url, and PC have
been used in the decision-making process to classify com-
munication attributes. We used the scikit-learn module of
Python for the random forest algorithm and the decision tree
algorithm. In the decision tree algorithm provided by scikit-
learn, the optimized version of the CART algorithm is used.

For supervised learning, the 25,914 rows of training
dataset were divided, at a 7:3 ratio, into an 18,139-row train-

ing samples and a 7,775-row test samples. After 100 training
cycles, a predictivemodel using the random forest algorithm,
which has 100 estimation counts, produced an average accu-
racy of 99.9% for the 7775-row test samples. This level of
accuracy remained the same for 1000 estimates.

Our prediction model used web proxy session logs, which
are smaller in size than network packet flows. In Table 5, the
proposed model produced a similar performance to predic-
tionmodels that employ network packet flows. In general, the
predictive model using the random forest algorithm gener-
ates a high DR. However, the random forest algorithm is not
transparent, making it difficult to determine which features
affected the decision. We thus tested the predictive model
using the decision tree algorithm to determine the important
features in this classification.

The decision tree diagram in Fig. 5 was employed to iden-
tify key features used to predict communication properties.
This decision tree model had a maximum depth of 4 and
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had a 99.52% detection accuracy when using the same train-
ing dataset as the random forest algorithm. Figure 5 shows
that no_url, ratio_trans_receive, and browse_time were the
important features when classifying communication proper-
ties.

We prepared a validation dataset that was not used in train-
ing the model to verify its predictions. We collected logs for
a week (November 18–25, 2019) from the web proxy in the
same network section as before. The accuracy of the pre-
dictive model was measured using 2517 rows from the web
proxy, which did not categorize the internet sites and which
had a label. The 2517 new data used for prediction consisted
of 1161 web communications and 1356 SSH communica-
tions. Figure 6 presents the results of evaluating the new
dataset based on 100 predictive cycles of the model. The
predictive model using the random forest algorithm aver-
aged 60.44% for accuracy, while that using the decision tree
algorithm averaged 45.26%. In the test using the validation
dataset, the DR was significantly lower than the detection
accuracy of the training dataset. Because only a few commu-
nication sessions with the same SSH server were detected as
SSH communications, the DR for each row was low.

The predictive model should consider the prediction
results of other rows to increase the DR of SSH communica-
tions. Unlike HTTP/HTTPS servers, an SSH server provides
one service on the same destination IP and port. Unless the
TCP port assigned to the SSH service is changed, the com-
munications are forwarded to the same IP and port. Thus, if
a certain row in multiple logs that is forwarded to the same
destination IP and port is an SSH communication, we can
also conclude that the other communications are SSH com-
munications.

As seen in the third row of Table 6, communications
forwarded to “115.68.14.237:2022” had different prediction
counts. However, because the three rows were predicted to
be SSH communications, we can change the other rows to
SSH communications under the premise that the prediction
of SSH communications is stronger than that of other appli-
cations.

4.4.3 Detection adjustment considering SSH properties

In the 2517 rows from the web proxy, we identified 155
servers based on the destination IP and port. By repeating
the generation of the predictivemodel, communications from
155 servers were predicted. As a result, the average DR of
the random forest predictive model was 57.98% and that of
the decision tree predictive model was 60.55%. Figure 6
shows the DR and FPR of two predictive models for SSH
communications. The decision tree predictive model has a
relatively highDR for SSHcommunications. Table 7 presents
the detection results for the highest SSH detection accuracy
from the decision tree predictive model.

When predicting a service based on the destination IP and
port, the decision tree predictive model sometimes predicts
SSH servers that cannot be detected by the random forest
prediction model and sometimes has a higher DR for SSH
communications than the random forest predictive model.
However, in the decision tree predictive model (Fig. 6), the
FPRwas relatively high, and the standard deviationwas large.
Thus, when using the decision tree model for the prediction
of SSH communications, the FPR should be considered first.

4.4.4 Design of a hybrid predictive model

Tomaintain the highDRof the decision tree predictivemodel
and to decrease the FPR, we designed a hybrid predictive
model that combines the random forest and the decision tree
predictive models. When we repeated the predictive model
test, we confirmed that the root node of the decision tree
model is an important factor in decreasing the FPR. We
designed the hybrid predictive model to minimize the FPR
for SSH communications detected in the decision tree using
the root node (no_url). Algorithm 1 is pseudo-code showing
the process of combining the two predictive models.

Algorithm 1: Hybrid predictive model

if DRandomForest = SSH then
DHybrid ← SSH

else
if DDecisionTree = SSHand no_url = 1 then

DHybrid ← SSH
else

DHybrid ← DRandomForest
end

end

In Fig. 6, we employed a new dataset to process the logic
designed to improve the DR and FPR of the hybrid predictive
model.We examined the predictive models for cases with the
highest DR of the 100 repeated estimations of the prediction
model. In the seventh case in Fig. 6, the decision tree model
detected 19 more SSH communications than did the random
forest model. In the hybrid predictive model, Algorithm 1 is
applied to the detection results for the random forest model,
and 14 SSH communications were detected while minimiz-
ing the FPR (Table 8).

5 Evaluation

We collected test dataset from January 6–12, 2020, to eval-
uate the hybrid predictive model. A total of 151,060 rows
of HTTP CONNECT session logs were collected under the
same conditions as for the datasets used to construct the pre-
dictive models. Of these rows, 1942 classified with a label
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Fig. 6 DR and FPR of the
predictive model for SSH
communications

Table 6 Predictions considering
the destination IP and port

Destination.ip cs.uri.port Row count of dt_ssh Row count of dt_web Final Prediction

112.106.161.127 443 – 338 Web

112.106.189.163 447 2 – SSH

115.68.14.237 2022 3 279 SSH

Table 7 Predictions using the
random forest and decision tree
algorithms (best row detection
accuracy case)

Application classification ML prediction using decision tree
Decision tree Random forest Total sum
SSH Web SSH Web

SSH 46 (TP) 1 (FN) 45 (TP) 2 (FN) 47

Web 49 (FP) 59 (TN) 13 (FP) 95 (TN) 108

Total sum 95 60 58 97 155

were prepared. Table 9 presents the results of the hybrid
model, with a recall of 70.52% and an FPR of 5.18% for
23 SSH servers corresponding to 1153 rows. The evaluation
results were better than those of the individual models that
made up the hybrid model.

We further evaluated the hybrid model with the DARPA
99 data set used by Alshammari et al. However, because
the DARPA 99 dataset is in tcpdump format, which collects
network packets, it was impossible to use it directly in our
proposed model. Before adopting the DARPA 99 dataset,
preprocessing was conducted to transform the dataset into a
similar format to the web proxy session logs. We converted
the dataset by extracting the metadata, including the TCP/IP
header information from tcpdump, and merging this infor-
mation into a TCP session [13].

In the DARPA 99 dataset, we used the network packet
flows of the fourth week as the training dataset and the data
of the first and third weeks as the test dataset. In the training
dataset, only packets corresponding to TCP were extracted
from the metadata of 6,461,795 packets. The training dataset
of 177,218 sessions, while the test dataset consisted of
463,908 sessions generated from 14,604,905 packets. How-
ever, because the DARPA 99 dataset was collected in 1999,
when SSH traffic volumes were low, we required additional

SSH data. According to Alshammari’s study, if the percent-
age of SSH traffic across the entire dataset is low, Telnet,
which has properties similar to SSH, can be used to predict
SSH communications [2]. Therefore, we changed the labels
for Telnet to SSH. As a result of measuring the performance
using the DARPA 99 dataset, the recall of test dataset was
100%, the precisionwas 19.7%, and theFPRwas1.1%(Table
10). As a result, our proposed model outperformed Alsham-
mari et al.’s model, which employed a Gaussian process [3].

When comparing the dataset of the ICT company network
used in the modeling and the DARPA 99 dataset in Table 9
and 10, the recall of DARPA 99 increases and the precision
of DARPA 99 decreases. We found that this difference is due
to the ratio of the label in the test dataset (SSH’s ratio of real
network: 59.4%, SSH’s ratio of DARPA 99: 0.34%). As the
ratio of SSH (positive) in the evaluation data set decreases,
false negative decreases and false positive increases. In this
case, according to Eqs. 7 and 8, the recall for SSH detection
increases and the precision decreases.

Recall = TruePositive

TruePositive + FalseNegative
(7)

Precision = TruePositive

TruePositive + FalsePositive
(8)
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Table 8 The number of SSH
servers only counted in DDT
(for the largest detection gap
between the random forest and
decision tree models)

Label 1© (DDT = SSH AND DRF �= SSH) Total Sum

no_url=0 2© no_url=1

SSH 1 11 12

Web 3 3 6

Mobile APP 1 0 1

Total Sum 5 3© 14 19

Table 9 Prediction accuracy using a test dataset (average of 100 runs): The hybrid predictive model improves the detection rate by using the
prediction results from the decision tree algorithm and adjusting the FPR by referring to the presence of a URL

Predictive model Detection rate (Recall) (%) Precision (%) FPR (%) Dataset type

Random forest 62.8 87.5 3.8 Web proxy session log

Decision Tree 72.0 82.5 6.4

Hybrid 70.5 85.4 5.2

Bold expressions are used to emphasize performance comparison with competitors

Table 10 Evaluation using the first and third week traffic of DARPA
99 dataset as a test dataset (average of 100 runs): The hybrid predictive
model had a recall of 100%, and an FPR of 1.1%, which were more

favorable than Alshammari et al.’s model (∗SBB-GP: Symbiotic Bid-
based Genetic Programming “https://web.cs.dal.ca/~mheywood/Code/
SBB/”)

Predictive model Detection rate (Recall) (%) Precision (%) FPR (%) Dataset type

Random forest 88.1 36.3 0.4 Network packet flow (DARPA99)

Decision tree 98.9 20.3 1.0

Hybrid 100 19.7 1.1

Alshammari et al. (∗SBB-GP) 98.3 – 1.7 Network packet flow (DARPA99)

Bold expressions are used to emphasize performance comparison with competitors

6 Conclusion and future work

This paper uses the application session logs of a web proxy
to detect SSH communications, which differs from previous
research [3,4] based on network flow datasets. The use of
web proxy’s session logs can save time and computational
resources in the gathering and processing of packet flow data
for networkflows,while the additional features (e.g., cs_host,
cs_user_agent) provided by a web proxy can be used for
ML analysis. This paper also identified the features of web
proxy logs to identify SSH communications and explained
the process for using these features in ML. We proposed
preprocessing that vectorized the log features and reduced the
feature dimensions for practical ML analysis. By presenting
this analysis methodology based on ML, it is expected that
we can use web proxy logs for various purposes in the future.

The datasets used in the design and verification of the pre-
dictive models in this paper consisted of logs collected from
the network environment of an actual company. Though the
characteristics of the collected dataset may differ according
to the characteristics of this company, the proposed method-
ology is useful for companies using a web proxy in general.
The detection performance can be improved by collecting

logs within the actual network environment and updating the
predictivemodel. In future research, wewill propose amodel
that classifies SSH traffic details (command script transfer,
file upload, file download, reverse connection) to minimize
false-positive detection and detect anomalous traffic more
accurately. We will also continue to perform the classifica-
tion and labeling of communications to acquire the various
applications required for supervised learning.
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